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Do you want to optimise uptime? 

Bronto One, a new service, gives you a full visual overview of your resources, 
performance and abilities. You can always access the information you need, right 
when you need it. 

If you’re ready to kick off your digital journey and start getting quality insights for 
your business, we’ll be there to help you every step of the way.



All your equipment data in one place

Fleets often include many types of equipment, and having only one manufac-
turer’s unit in your fleet management system is like trying to complete a puzzle 
without all the pieces. 

Bronto One welcomes every manufacturer’s units and equipment, so it really does 
provide a full picture of your fleet. 

Bronto One has an open interface, so you can easily integrate it with other sys-
tems. Naturally, all Bronto aerials equipped with a modem can be connected to 
Bronto One. 



Fleet management

With Bronto One, you’ll understand what’s going on with 
your equipment, where it is, and increase its availability. 
It includes all the essential features for fleet manage-
ment. You can use it for monitoring and optimising 
usage and performance with a range of real-time data:
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•	 Uptime
•	 Daily use, including operational hours, RPM-hours, and engine hours
•	 Start and end of Bronto platform workday
•	 Work cycles
•	 Load table showing used cage loads in different positions
•	 Locations
•	 And much more information, so you can lead your company with data





Operations

Reporting

Bronto One’s reporting helps to minimise risks. You can utilise Bronto One for 
various reports related to your equpment, quality, machine safety or personnel 
safety.  Bronto One keeps all these reports in one place. You can create your own 
templates, e.g., an HSE reporting template. 

Inspections

To keep your equipment safe to use, it is important that each piece of equipment 
is inspected both when it arrives from the worksite and leaves for work. Inspection 
should also be documented following the manufacturer’s instructions.  Bronto 
One’s easy inspection and reporting tools make it easy to track your equipment 
history. You can use ready-made templates or create your own inspection template 
following the equipment manufacturer’s instructions.

Manuals

Are you feeling lost with all the equipment manuals? Is your equipment in various 
locations?

Of course, you can find the latest operational and service manuals for your Brontos 
in the system, but you can also easily add your own manuals or any document for 
your equipment.

Share your company news and information

Are your operators / service personnel distributed in various locations? Is it hard to 
share company information to each of them? Bronto One has built-in features to 
share news to your personnel.



Bronto One grows together  
with your business

You can extend Bronto One’s capabilities with add-on services. Add new or extend 
existing services to create a package that works best for your business. 

Add-on: Resource management - ERP

Bronto One offers you complete ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) features. You 
can manage your customers, orders, schedules, work sites, personnel and fleet in 
one place.

This enables you to combine resources as customer orders and schedules need. 
Keep your personnel and fleet data on an agile and precise timeline.

Add-on: Pre-plan and store your work sites

Work site information is one of the most valuable data assets owned by your 
company. Good site planning before the work and storing of site information 
afterwards for future use saves your resources, time and money. Bronto One keeps 
all this information in one place. 

Bronto One offers you digital tools, like BIM models of aerial platforms and Bronto 
Duties, for effective pre-planning without visiting a work site. 

Operations
add-ons



Bronto
Duties

Add-on: Bronto Duties

Bronto One includes a version of Bronto 
Duties for simulating an aerial platform’s 
reach next to buildings, built structures 
or wind turbines, for example. The 
generated view is in 3D and visualises the 
reach in practice to help in the planning 
of worksites and rescue operations. You 
can add the plan directly to the work site 
documentation. 



Preventive maintenance

Following your preventive maintenance programs has never been easier, because 
Bronto One gives you access to your digital service and inspection history wherev-
er you go. The service events and inspections are stored in Bronto One using the 
mobile application.

You can also read the latest Bronto service bulletins and get the latest service 
manuals from Bronto One. 

Technical support

If you encounter any issues with your equipment, don’t worry – Bronto One gives 
you access to a knowledge base with solutions and guidance for hundreds of 
situations. 

If you can’t solve your problem with the information from the solution centre, you 
can submit a service request for our professionals directly from Bronto One. 
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Bronto One Remote access  
maintenance agreement
 
Bronto One automatically collects operational data from your aerial platform, 
which is visualised in Bronto One. In case of an unexpected situation, an autho-
rised Bronto technician can establish a remote service connection to the aerial and 
help your operator. 

The technology of mobile networks is changing rapidly. 2G and 3G networks are 
closing, 4G and 5G are in operation, and the next generation of technology is 
already in the testing phase.

The Bronto One Remote access maintenance agreement ensures that your plat-
form always has the latest remote access technology no matter what technological 
changes the future brings to mobile telephone networks.

Remote access



Training

Are you lost with your personnel’s training? 

In Bronto One you can manage all personnel training 
logs, certification and training materials. When organising 

new training events, you can easily bring the training 
offering available to all in your organisation or just to needed 

persons. And, of course, Bronto One reminds you if somebody’s 
certification is expiring. Bronto One also offers fully digitalised self learning materi-
al, following the latest self-learning pedagogical principles, for easy and interactive 
studies.  You can ask for an offer for training directly from Bronto One or inform 
your colleagues about internal training. 

Training

Simulator

Bronto One Simulator

Our training simulator offers risk-free, hands-on instruction in manoeuvring and 
controlling a virtual Bronto aerial platform on the road and in operations, including 
the complete Bronto+ control system and panels. You can find a report from each 
exercise in the operator’s own training history. You can either lease or purchase 
your own simulator. 



Bronto One Simulator maintenance  
agreement
 
With this service, you always keep your Bronto simulator running and up to date. 
This service includes simulator software and city view updates.  You will also get 
five new training exercises per year, from easy to very challenging. You can also 
purchase additional training packages.



We develop the Bronto One service 
continuously based on customer 
feedback and requests.
 
Let us know what you need!

And there’s 
more



How to get started with Bronto One

1. Let’s meet to discuss your needs

2. We’ll suggest a tailored, modular Bronto One 
package for you

3. Together, we’ll determine which Bronto One 
agreement is right for you

4. We’ll help you get started

5. We suggest regular reviews to ensure your 
Bronto One package is aligned with your 
needs 

Get started



www.brontoskylift.com

bronto.one@brontoskylift.com
Technical data and illustrations subject to change without notice. 
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